


WHO IS LOIS LETCHFORD?

EDUCATOR  

 

INTERNATIONAL  

SPEAKER  

 

AUTHOR  

 

FOR THE PAST TWENTY YEARS, Lois Letchford has been a literacy problem solver. 

 

Specializing in teaching children who struggle with learning to read, her creative teaching 

methods vary depending on the reading ability of the student, employing age-appropriate, 

rather than reading-age-appropriate, material. Lois's non-traditional background, multi- 

continental exposure, and passion for helping failing students equip her with a unique skill 

set and perspective. 

 

Lois is a literacy spokesperson for struggling learners who have been left behind in the 

traditional classroom. Through coaching and workshops at international conferences, TV 

appearances, and highly-rated radio stations, she uses her own story in Reversed: A Memoir 

to teach educators and parents how to create flexible learning environments using 

comprehensive strategies and innovative teaching methods. 

 

Originally a physical education teacher, she later completed a Master's in Literacy and 

Reading from the State University of New York at Albany. Lois has presented her work at 

SPELD in Australia, the Kentucky Council for Exceptional Children, the Spring Festival of 

Children's Literature in Maryland, and Ireland International Conference on Education. She is a 

member of the Australian College of Education. 

 

Reversed: A Memoir (Acorn Publishing) is her first book.

@LOISLETCHFORDAUTHOR @LETCHFORDLOIS  @LETCHFORDLOIS  

 

 

 

 

13 ,500  BOOK  TRAILER  VIEWS  

 

 

9 ,000  TWITTER  FOLLOWERS  



BOOK  DESCRIPT ION
"HE'S THE WORST CHILD SEEN IN 20 YEARS 

OF TEACHING!" 

 

When Lois Letchford learns her son has been 

diagnosed with a low IQ at the end of grade 

one, she refuses to give up on his future. 

Testing showed Nicholas had no spatial 

awareness, limited concentration, and could 

only read ten words; he is labeled "learning 

disabled," a designation considered more 

derogatory than "dyslexia." The world of 

education is quick to cast him aside, so Lois 

begins working one-on-one with him. 

 

What happens next is a journey—spanning 

three continents, unique teaching 

experiments, a mother’s discovery of her own 

learning blocks, and a bond fueled by the 

desire to rid Nicholas of the “disabled” label. 

And, the child once called "the worst seen in 

20 years of teaching" received a Ph.D. in 

Applied Mathematics from Oxford University 

in 2018. 

ABOUT THE BOOK

@LOISLETCHFORDAUTHOR @LETCHFORDLOIS  @LETCHFORDLOIS  

REVERSED :  A  MEMOIR  
 BY  LOIS  LETCHFORD

#15 in Educators (Kindle) 

#52 in Learning Disabled Books (Paperback) 

#78 in Educator Biographies (Kindle) 

“Reversed :  A  Memoir  was  written  for  all  of  the  ‘true ’  teachers  of  the  

world—every  nation ,  every  school .  I  recommitted  myself  more  than  

ever  before  to  f ight  for  the  needs  of  every  child . ”  

—Steven  L .  Layne ,  author  of  Igniting  a  Passion  for  Reading  

As of August 2018 

AVAILABLE ON AMAZON 

OFFICIAL BOOK TRAILER 

NOW ON YOUTUBE



WATCH LOIS IN ACTION

@LOISLETCHFORDAUTHOR @LETCHFORDLOIS  @LETCHFORDLOIS  

Watch  the  Official  Book  Trailer  
for  "Reversed :  A  Memoir"  

Both videos by Bounce Video, UK.

(CLICK IMAGE BELOW)

Watch  the  Discussion  of  a  
Learning  Problem  vs .  a  Language  Problem  

 (CLICK IMAGE BELOW)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nF-H07Ct7R0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GsPPGwKNcDo&t=3s


TITLE  

TOPIC  OPTION  I

TARGET  AUDIENCE  Teachers / Reading Teachers / Principals / Parents

THEME    Inspirational / Motivational / Overcoming Challenges

TIME  Talk can be adapted from 1-2 hours, half- or full-day seminars.

Teaching the Gifted or Dyslexic Child: Same or Different?

DESCRIPT ION

Lois shares her journey about teaching Nicholas. At 7 years old, 

standardized testing revealed many difficulties and concluded he had a 

low IQ. The diagnostician pronounced, "He’s the worst child I’ve seen in 

20 years of teaching!" In this presentation, Lois shares insights on how 

Nicholas went from the bottom of the class to the top of the academic 

world (including receiving a Ph.D. from Oxford University). In this talk, 

she demonstrates how changing the method of instruction and 

creating a flexible learning environment increases a child’s desire to 

learn, greatly improving student outcomes.  

SPEAKING TOPICS

@LOISLETCHFORDAUTHOR @LETCHFORDLOIS  @LETCHFORDLOIS  

INTERESTED IN HAVING LOIS SPEAK?

INCLUDED  IN  THIS  SESSION

Activity: Participants will feel what it's like to struggle with language 

in the classroom. 

Activity: Participants will join in an unique teaching experience 

involving comprehension. 



TOPIC  OPTION  I I

Teachers / Reading Teachers / Principals / Parents

Inspirational / Motivational / Overcoming Challenges

TITLE  

TARGET  AUDIENCE  

THEME    

TIME  1-2 hours

Inspiration and Learning Through Poetry: Engaging the 

Dyslexic/Learning Disabled Child

DESCRIPT ION

Lois begins with telling the story of 7-year-old Nicholas. The school 

diagnostician stated that he would "never learn to read and had a low 

IQ.” The prognosis for this child was bleak. However, Lois transformed 

his learning by introducing him to a world of poetry. Poetry taught him 

conceptual ways of thinking, which changed how he looked at reading 

and opened new doors for learning. Since Nicholas, Lois had adapted 

this strategy with hundreds of other struggling readers who have been 

left behind in the traditional classroom. The short and memorable use 

of poetry promotes metalinguistic awareness, allowing students to play 

with words. Such a beginning inspires a love of learning, turning those 

once left behind into successful readers and learners. 

 

SPEAKING TOPICS

@LOISLETCHFORDAUTHOR @LETCHFORDLOIS  @LETCHFORDLOIS  

INCLUDED  IN  THIS  SESSION

Activity: Participants will begin to write a poem from scratch to 

share and play with words.



TOPIC  OPTION  I I I

Teachers / Reading Teachers / Principals / Parents

Inspirational / Motivational / Overcoming Challenges

Half day

Through the Eyes of Struggling Readers

DESCRIPT ION

Teaching students who live on the edge of the classroom is always a 

challenge. How can teachers figure out how these struggling readers 

see the written word? And, as teachers, what can be done about it? In 

this session Lois assists teachers to help see the written word through 

the eyes of those who struggle and engages participants in strategies 

they can immediately use in the classroom. 

 

SPEAKING TOPICS

@LOISLETCHFORDAUTHOR @LETCHFORDLOIS  @LETCHFORDLOIS  

INCLUDED  IN  THIS  SESSION

Activity: Through an unique experiment, participants see and feel 

what it's like to be an outsider in the classroom  

Activity: Participants will learn the power of pronouns and multiple 

meanings in texts. 

TITLE  

TARGET  AUDIENCE  

THEME    

TIME  



CONFERENCES /WORKSHOPS

SPELD (Supporting People Experiencing Learning Difficulties), Queensland, Australia 

March 2019 | Full-Day Seminar, 10-Day Tour 

Topic: "Teaching Gifted or Dyslexic Students: Same or Different?" 

SPRING FESTIVAL OF CHILDREN'S LITERATURE, Frostburg, Maryland 

April 2019, 2018 | Key Speaker 

Topics: "Reading Is Thinking" and "Fun With Reading Comprehension" 

IRELAND INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON EDUCATION, Dublin, Ireland 

April 2019 | Key Speaker 

Topics: "Empowering Teachers in Transforming Comprehension for Dyslexics" 

USD 260 DERBY, Derby, Kansas 

April 2019 | Full-Day Seminar 

Topics: "Through the Eyes of a Vulnerable Reader" 

WHERE LOIS HAS BEEN

@LOISLETCHFORDAUTHOR @LETCHFORDLOIS  @LETCHFORDLOIS  

RADIO /TV

BOOK  FESTIVALS

KENTUCKY COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN, Louisville, Kentucky 

November 2018, 2017 | Key Speaker 

Topics: "Inspiration and Learning Through Poetry" and "Overcoming the Odds" 

VOICED RADIO WITH STEPHEN HURLEY, voiced.ca 

November 2017-April 2018 | Ongoing Series 

Topic: "Reversed: A Memoir and the Power of a Label" 

DISRUPTED TV, disrupt-edtv.com 

April 2018 | Ongoing Series 

Topic: "Reversed: A Memoir and The Box Lesson" 

LA TIMES FESTIVAL OF BOOKS, Los Angeles, California | April 2018 

LANGUAGE LEARNING DISORDERS SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP Melbourne, Australia 

July 2018 | Key Speaker 

Topic: "My Philosophy in Action" 

LEARNING DISABILITIES WORLDWIDE, Orlando, Florida 

September 2017 | Key Speaker 

Topic: "Inspiring and Engaging Diverse Learners Through Poetry" 

ALBANY BOOK FESTIVAL, Albany, New York | October 2018 



"Very engaging with many ideas that can be immediately 

implemented. I liked the relaxed, open manner with which difficult 

subjects were discussed." 

WHAT OTHERS ARE SAYING

@LOISLETCHFORDAUTHOR @LETCHFORDLOIS  @LETCHFORDLOIS  

-LEANNE  HANSON ,  READING  TEACHER ,  BRISBANE ,  AUSTRALIA

"Love her enthusiasm!! Liked the very practical ideas that we can 

take away and use straight away. I liked how Lois shared her 

personal story and connected it to her strategies." 

-JANET  COWIN ,  EARLY  EDUCATION  TEACHER ,  BRISBANE ,  AUSTRALIA

"I think there are a lot of kids that are misunderstood that have no 

yet found the 'Lois Letchford' to save them." 

-DANIEL  JENNINGS ,  READING  TEACHER ,  LUBBOCK ,  TEXAS

"Riveting! Loved it! Lois shares a very personal crusade as she 

documents her son’s educational journey. A lesson for us all in 

humility and perseverance!" 

-KATHLEEN  STRANGIS ,  ACADEMIC  ADMINISTRATOR ,  

SHENENDEHOWA  HIGH  SCHOOL ,  NEW  YORK  

"Lois's presentation was excellent and one of the best one I have 

attended. What I learned from her will come in very handy, not only 

in my reading classes but in my work with the rest of the LD 

population.  

-KATHERINE  THIERRY ,  LEARNING  DISABLED  SPECIAL IST ,  LUBBOCK ,  TEXAS



LOIS  LETCHFORD

@LOISLETCHFORDAUTHOR

@LETCHFORDLOIS

@LETCHFORDLOIS

CONNECT WITH LOIS

LOISLETCHFORD.COM

MEDIA  INQUIRY :  ZAN  STRUMFELD  

 ZAN .STRUMFELD@GMAIL .COM  

LOIS@LOISLETCHFORD.COM
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AVA I L A B L E  E V E R YWHER E  

BOOK S  AR E  S O L D  
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